Tracy's Comic & Graphic Novel Recommendations

For Younger Readers (and older ones, too!)

- Anything by Toon Books
- Babymouse and Squish series, Holm & Holm
- Bird and Squirrel, Burks
- Cleopatra in Space, Maihack
- Explorer series, Kibuishi
- Fairy Tale Comics, Fable Comics, & Nursery Rhyme Comics, First Second
- Franklin Richards series, Elioupoulis & Sumerak
- G-Man series, Giarrusso
- Giants Beware, Aguirre & Rosado
- Glister and Princess at Midnight, Watson
- Guinea Pig, Petshop Private Eye, Venable & Yue
- Gus Beezer series, Simone et al
- Hello Kitty, Chabot et al
- Jellaby and March Grand Prix, Soo
- Magic Trixie and Scary Godmother series, Thompson
- Merman and The Ride Home, Wiser
- Monster on the Hill, Harrell
- Odd Duck, Varon & Castelluci
- Owly series, Andy Runton
- Pigeon, Knuffle Bunny, and Elephant & Piggie series, Willems
- Power Pack series, Sumerak & Gurihiru
- Salem Hyde, Frank Cammusso
- Sticky Burr, Lechner
- Supergirl Adventures in the 8th Grade, Walker & Jones
- Superman Family Adventures, Tiny Titans, Patrick the Wolfboy, Art & Franco
- The Adventures of Pollo, Faller
- The Snowman, Briggs
- To Dance, Siegel
- Where Do Presidents Come From? Townsend
- Zita the Spacegirl and Little Robot, Ben Hatke

Find lots more graphic novel resources at TracyEdmunds.com and Tracy's Teaching Tools at Teachers Pay Teachers!
Tracy's Comic & Graphic Novel Recommendations
For Middle Grades and Older

- A Wrinkle in Time, Larson
- Amelia Rules! Gownley
- Amulet series, Kibuishi
- Anything Oz by Erik Shanower
- Astronaut Academy, Roman
- Batman Lil’ Gotham, Dustin Nguyen
- Bone, Jeff Smith
- Courtney Crumrin, Polly and the Pirates, Princess Ugg, Naifeh
- Delilah Dirk and the Turkish Lieutenant, Cliff
- El Deafo, Bell
- Goosebumps series, Scholastic
- Hilda series, Pearson
- Howtoons, Dragotta et al
- Laika, Abadzis
- Look Up! Bird-Watching in Your Own Backyard, Cate
- Lumberjanes series, Watterson, Stevenson, et al

- Mouse Guard, David Peterson
- Nathan Hale’s Hazardous Tales series, Nathan Hale
- Nimona, Stevenson
- Olymipians series, George O’Connor
- Oddly Normal, Otis Frampton
- Primates, Jim Ottaviani
- Rapunzel’s Revenge, all the Hales
- Salt Water Taffy series, Loux
- Secret Coders series, Yang & Holmes
- Secret Science Alliance, Davis
- Shackleton, Lewis & Clark, and Houdini, Bertozzi
- Smile, Sisters, and Drama; Babysitter’s Club, Raina Telgemeier
- Stratford Midnight Revue series (Shakespeare), Lendler & Giallongo
- The Arrival, Tan

Find lots more graphic novel resources at TracyEdmunds.com and Tracy’s Teaching Tools at Teachers Pay Teachers!